
USE OF THE DRAG HARNESS 
There are two drag harnesses, one at the 
head end and one at the foot end.  On 
removing the protective sheath, a tape 
loop is released that is permanently 
attached through metal eyelets on the 
stretcher. 

Placing the loop over the head and around 
the shoulders will allow the rescuer to 
drag or pull the casualty in the required 
direction while having their hands free to 
carry out other duties.

The same dragging or pulling technique 
is used when moving the casualty head or 
feet � rst.

The drag harnesses can be utilised to 
lower a patient down stairs safely without 
endangering the rescuers back.

Forward Drag Reverse Pull

CARRYING THE CASUALTY

2 (or 4) man pole carry for long distance carrying 4 man side to side pole carry for heavy casualties

2 man carry 4 man carry
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VERTICAL HAUL 
The Saviour Tactical stretcher is rated 
for vertical lifting from the top eyelet 
(not the drag harness). As this only 
e� ects a single point of contact with 
the casualty, a second safety line 
secured to the casualty is always 
recommended.

In order to make the vertical haul 
easier, it is also recommended that 
both the upper and lower drag 
harnesses be removed from the 
stretcher before the lift is made.

The Saviour Tactical stretcher only 
weighs 5kg and is easy to stow.
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Lucas 2 Chest Compression SystemSaviour Tactical Stretcher    +

Saviour Medical are proud to work with Physio Control to bring a perfect solution for moving patients when � tted with 
a LUCAS.  The Saviour Tactical stretcher stabilises the LUCAS on the patient whilst encapsulating the patient making it 
easy to transport them. Saviour allows for easy evacuation from any location whilst the LUCAS maintains constant CPR.  
The Saviour Tactical stretcher can be lifted, dragged, lowered and vertically hauled.  Combining LUCAS and Saviour 
provides the safest and most e� ective evacuation option for both patient and rescuer.

• Head Hugger system and double central skin protect and immobilse spine.
• Acts as an eff ective pelvic splint
• Xray translucent and CT friendly
• All parts independently replaceable for cost eff ectiveness
• Easy to decontaminate making it multi not single use.


